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PRESIDENTS REPORT
Well fellow club members when you get to read this
Presidential Report the kitchen and stairs renovation will
be all but complete.
At the time of writing this the stairs had been installed
and the builders were installing the bench work and
cupboards’ into the kitchen.
We members owe a great deal of gratitude to Gary
Douglas, Murray Vince, Selwyn Bennett, Terry Smith
and Henry Goosselink for all the work that they have put
in. I know there are many others who have also worked
hard at the modifications but I have been reliably
informed that the four gentlemen mentioned had been at
work every day since the project has started.
I would ask you all to spare a kind thought for fellow
members who are suffering health issues at the moment.
Most of you will be aware of Peter Knox and the battle he
is facing and Bill King who underwent an operation on
Friday and is said to be recovering. They have now been
joined by John Knight whom I have just heard of being
admitted for tests today.
I am sure you will all join with me in wishing them all the
best.
Hope that all is well in modeling for the rest of you.
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Kitchen walls relined
A view of the lower staircase section

Above and below are views of the new upper
section of stairs
Gary and Henry survey the work to date

Well done
chaps

GROUP GET TOGETHERS
Boat Group Wednesday Following the General
Meeting 7.30pm
Engineering Third Monday 7.30pm
Scale Railway Each Tuesday 7.30pm
Thursday Toilers 9.30 am to 4pm Weekly
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TETHERED CARS REPORT
Well yes we all know its winter and its workshop
time.
I hear through the grape vine that Murray Wright is in
the designing stages of a new car. He also is waiting
on a nice weekend so he can give his car another run.
Chris has perfected his tyre cutter so now he can cut
the tyres.
We used to get Gordon to grind them on his
cylindrical grinder and dirty his workshop.
By Mel Kennedy
For tethered cars
The above series of pictures show Chris’s tyre
trimmer in action
Conrod had a chat to Chris the other day on the
phone and he informed us that he was returning to
Australia in October (Sydney to be precise) where
he is hoping to improve on his current record speed.
He told Conrod that the Sydney track has some
variables when compared to Brisbane, in that it is an
older track, higher above sea level and could be a
little warmer than when he last visited Brisbane.
Chris currently sits 2nd in the World rankings for his
grade of car with a recorded speed of 285.171 K/hr.
The world record is 293.375K/hr.
He informed Conrod that he is hoping to eek out the
increase in speed by subtle changes to the tyre
diameters. When asked, Chris said that as little as
0.25mm to 0.5mm increase in diameter can bring
about a dramatic increase in speed.
Conrod is sure that all the members of OMES will
be noting with interest the outcome of his trip to
Sydney.
Dare we say it but so will many others around the
world involved with Tethered cars.
Editor

NEXT MEETING
MONDAY
11TH AUGUST 2014
Chris Kennedy’s Class 3 3.5cc record car
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BOAT GROUP REPORT
We had a good turnout for our boating meeting
on Wednesday 16 July, with 17 Boaties present
on what was a rather cold evening.
Reflecting on the recent past, the mid-week
Boaties managed to get in a couple of sessions
on the pond and we had a good turnout of
Boaties for our open day, which was a rather
cool afternoon on the last Sunday of the month.
Gordon gave us an update on Peter who is now
in Leslie Groves Hospital.
The best time to visit would be mid afternoon
week days.
Bits on the Table
We then moved on to Bits on the Table
Kevin Gamble was first up and is making good
progress with his scratch build paddle steamer.
It is about to be fitted with the electrical
equipment required for operation. Kevin has
several small deck fittings yet to be fitted,
purchased from an Australian supplier.

Murray Vince has spent a lot of time carving a
dragon’s head and is making good
progress with carving the finer details. The
dragon is of the type used on the bow of Viking
Ships. Once the dragon is finished, will a
Viking ship of considerable size be the next
project?
We then moved on to what is happening in our
workshops, and there was some evidence that
our recent cold weather was not conducive for a
lot of activity there.
For our next meeting we will have the usual
Bits on the Table, to be followed with viewing a
DVD on model construction. This is a further
DVD in the current series supplied by Lance
Wild. There has been some very interesting
stuff in the two previous DVD’s so the next one
should be just as interesting.
BOATIES - Please ignore any changes to our
regular boating meeting that may be placed on
the Website/Facebook.
Our meeting is always the Wednesday after the
General meeting. Time 7.30
Henry Goosselink
Group Leader

Keith Murphy is also making good progress on
his scratch built scow and is also about to fit the
electrical gear and mast supports into the hull.
Brian Nunn showed us some mines (still in the
box) that he had obtained from the UK for
mounting on his vessel.
Barry Stoddart had managed to find some Gscale (1:25) people as crew from a place in
Christchurch.
Lance Wild showed the group a kit that he'd had
for sometime, of a very nice Tug Antea. It's to a
scale of 1:30, giving it a beamy hull with an
overall length of 890 mm.
This project is still on the back burner!
Henry Gooselink has re-sheeted his America's
cup yacht U.S. 77 and it's ready for it's sailing
trials.

Kevin talks about his paddle steamer
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Brian discusses his model kit of marine mines

Allan helping sort Jon’s milling machine

NOTICES TO MEMBERS
Model Boat Motors
Lots of electric motors suitable for Model boats,
FREE, all different voltages and good quality. Most
have a low amp draw.
Contact B. Stoddart 03 4876128

Lance shows the members his Tug Boat kit

Murray and his carved Dragon’s head
Editors Note
Due to the need to produce the Conrod at an
earlier date and the effects of winter illness and
absentness the content of Conrod is reduced
somewhat for this month.

Invercargill
Conrod has been informed that Southland Model
Engineers will be holding their Great Little Train
Show and other attractions on Labour Weekend again
this year.
So as a bit of advanced notice place the date in your
Diaries
End of Year Function
Again some more advanced notification for memebrs.
Bob Newbury and Brian McCurdy are working
towards an evening meal for all members to be held
towards the end of the year.
They have selected a date, time and a venue.
The criteria they used was suitability of venue, ability
to table everyone in the same area, quality of food and
of course price.
Venue: - Essence on the Park Restaurant at the
Forbury Function Centre.
Date and time: - Friday 21 November at 6.30pm
Menu and prices will be published in latter copies of
the Conrod. Meanwhile register your interest with
either Bob or Brian
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